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Hills Football League 

Rule Interpretation for year 8 & 9 competition : 
 
- Maximum 12 players on the field 
- Length of quarters is 10 minutes 
- 1 coach from each team can be on the field during play 
- Coaches and umpires should attempt to keep players in positions 
- The umpire will choose the ruckman for each ruck contest 
- There will be NO tackling 
- Players are permitted to deliver a side on bump 
- Player deemed ‘holding the ball’ : 
            - when bumped a 2nd time            - runs more than 10 mtrs without a bounce 
            - if bounced more than once        - bumped after a bounce (vice versa) 
- A mark will be paid if the player has eyes on the ball and touches it with both 

hands and arms (ball does not need to travel a prescribed distance) 
- There will be no deliberate kicking off the ground. 
- Recommended time for player send off (ie swearing, umpire abuse) is one qtr but 

can be extended to remainder of game for severe cases. 



Hills Football League 

Rule Interpretation for year 10 & 11 competition : 
 
- Maximum 15 players on the field 
- Length of quarters is 12 minutes 
- No coach or runner allowed on field during play 
- Umpires should encourage players to keep correct positions (coaches should encourage 

this during their player address) 
- The umpire will choose the ruckman for each ruck contest (ruckman stand opposed with 

no contact to be made with their knee) 
- Tackling is allowed. A free kick is to be awarded for ‘unduly rough tackle’ if a player is 

‘slung’ or is tackled with more force than required (ie protect the ball player).  
- Players are permitted to deliver a side on bump to a player who has the ball  
- Player deemed ‘holding the ball’ : 
            - runs more than 10 mtrs without a bounce 
            - if bounced more than once         
- A mark will be paid if the player completes a chest mark or if a player at least partially 

controls the ball if attempting to mark with the hands (ball must travel > 10mtrs) 
- There will be no deliberate kicking off the ground. 
- Recommended time for player send off (ie swearing, umpire abuse) is one qtr but can 

be extended to remainder of game for severe cases. 




